PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF VARIOUS DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS OF THE 3-REPLICATED CASSANDRA NOSQL CLUSTER ON AWS

A concept of distributed replicated NoSQL data storages Cassandra-like, HBase, MongoDB has been proposed to effectively manage Big Data set whose volume, velocity and variability are difficult to deal with by using the traditional Relational Database Management Systems. Tradeoffs between consistency, availability, partition tolerance and latency is intrinsic to such systems. Although relations between these properties have been previously identified by the well-known CAP and PACELC theorems in qualitative terms, it is still necessary to quantify how different consistency settings, deployment patterns and other properties affect system performance. This experience report analysis performance of the Cassandra NoSQL database cluster and studies the tradeoff between data consistency guarantees and performance in distributed data storages. The primary focus is on investigating the quantitative interplay between Cassandra response time, throughput and its consistency settings considering different single- and multi-region deployment scenarios. The study uses the YCSB benchmarking framework and reports the results of the read and write performance tests of the three-replicated Cassandra cluster deployed in the Amazon AWS. In this paper, we also put forward a notation which can be used to formally describe distributed deployment of Cassandra cluster and its nodes relative to each other and to a client application. We present quantitative results showing how different consistency settings and deployment patterns affect Cassandra performance under different workloads. In particular, our experiments show that strong consistency costs up to 22% of performance in case of the centralized Cassandra cluster deployment and can cause a 600% increase in the read/write requests if Cassandra replicas and its clients are globally distributed across different AWS Regions.
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Introduction

NoSQL (or Not Only SQL) databases are a new generation of distributed data storage that has been recently designed to efficiently deal with rapid data growth [1]. They adhere to the schema-less philosophy and employ horizontal scalability (sharding), Internet-scale replication, and relaxed consistency model to store extremely large datasets and guarantee high throughput, availability and low read/write latency.

NoSQL databases are now widely used in different application domains which generate, store and process BigData. This includes social networks and media, business-critical systems, critical infrastructures, smart industrial applications. For example, Cassandra NoSQL is widely adopted by Uber, Facebook, Instagram, and Netflix. Apple, eBay, GitHub, and the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) use Cassandra either as the main data store or for specific tasks [2].

Attempting to guarantee the atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability (ACID) of database transactions when storing large distributed datasets results in dramatically increased latency and degraded availability. Thus, NoSQL databases have to sacrifice the ACID concept in favor of the BASE (basically available, soft state, eventually consistent) model [3], which is the price to pay for distributed data handling and horizontal scalability.

The NoSQL ecosystem includes several dozen databases, for instance, Cassandra, HBase, MongoDB, BigTable, Riak, BigTable, Redis, CosmosDB, Neo4J, etc. They cover different application niches by offering various data model categories (e.g. key-value, document, wide-column or graph stores), consistency models, replication strategies and other features [4].

Apache Cassandra is one of the top three in use NoSQL database management systems together with MongoDB and HBase [5]. It is a highly scalable column-oriented database NoSQL database which can store data across many commodity servers in multiple distributed locations [6]. It has a ring-type architecture where data is sharded across all nodes like a logical ring. Cassandra is ‘master-less’ data storage with no single point of failure, meaning that all nodes are the same and any can receive and process read/write requests. It offers linear scalability, tuneable consistency model and data replication to guaranty high availability and fault-tolerance.
Performance evaluation of different NoSQL databases is an active area of research having important practical implication. The primary focus of [7, 8, 9] and other studies is to compare different NoSQL databases based on performance measures. Other works, e.g. [10, 11, 12], use benchmarking results to model and predict databases performance. Despite useful results showing general performance limitations of different distributed data storages existing publications do not examine in details how different factors and settings (deployment pattern, consistency level, replication factor, etc.) affect database latency and throughput. Besides, there has been little efforts (e.g. [13]) made on evaluating scalability and performance of distributed storages considering the impact of distance between nodes or replicas.

Thus, more in-depth analysis studying how different settings and deployment scenarios affect performance of the certain NoSQL database is of a great importance. This work continues a series of related publications evaluating performance of fault-tolerant distributed data storages [14, 15]. It aims at examining the impact of different consistency settings on scalability, latency, throughput of the 3-replicated Cassandra cluster depending on the used single- and multi-region deployment scenario.

1. Cassandra Consistency Model and Deployment Scenarios

1.1. Cassandra tunable consistency model

One of the main features of the Cassandra NoSQL is the tuneable consistency model ranging from weak consistency at one extreme to strong consistency on the other, with varying levels of eventual consistency in between.

It defines a discrete set of consistency settings for every request specifying:

- for READ operations: many replicas that are queried and must respond before the most recent (based on timestamp comparison) read result is returned to the client;
- for WRITE (i.e. INSERT/UPDATE) operations: many replicas that must acknowledge the write operation before it is considered successful (write operations are always sent to all replicas).

The main Cassandra consistency settings include ONE, TWO, THREE, QUORUM, ALL. Additional consistency settings (EACH_QUORUM, LOCAL QUORUM, LOCAL_ONE) become available if the Cassandra cluster runs across multiple data centres.

Cassandra also employs additional mechanisms to reduce the duration of data inconsistency [6]: hinting, read repair, anti-entropy node repair, Nodesync.

1.2. A notation for describing Cassandra deployment scenarios

The largest unit of Cassandra deployment is a cluster. Each cluster consists of nodes from one or more distributed locations. In AWS terms these locations could be composed of separate geographic areas called Regions (e.g. Canada: ca-central-1, Africa: af-south-1, US East: us-east-1, etc.) and/or Availability Zones (isolated locations/datacentres within each Region, e.g. ca-central-1a, ca-central-1b).

There are currently 25 AWS Regions and 69 Availability Zones (AZ) around the world. Accessibility zones are usually located within 60 miles of each other within a Region and connected with low-latency network links.

In this section we put forward a notation describing distributed deployment of Cassandra cluster and its nodes relatively to each other and to a client (a client could be an application running on the end user devise or some middleware application proxying end-user requests):

- round brackets () to define Cassandra cluster;
- curly brackets {} to group Cassandra client (C) and nodes (N_i) in the same AWS Region;
- square brackets [] to group nodes in the same Availability zone.

For instance, \{[C, (N_1)], [(N_2), (N_3)]\} deployment record can be read as the three-node Cassandra cluster which nodes are deployed as following: N_1 node is located together with the client app (C) in the same Availability Zone in the same Region; the rest two nodes N_2 and N_3 are deployed in a different Region, each in a separate Availability zone.

In case of a completely replicated Cassandra cluster, e.g. when the replication factor is equal to the number of nodes, node symbols (N_i) can be replaced with replica symbols (R_i). For simplicity {} or [] brackets can be omitted in the deployment record if a client and Cassandra nodes are deployed in the same Region/Availability zone, or when there is only one client/node in a Region.

We consider the following four deployment scenarios of the three-node Cassandra cluster with a replication factor of 3:

a) \{[C], ([R_1], [R_2], [R_3])\} – a client and all Cassandra replicas are deployed in the same Region, each in a separate AZ;

b) \{C\}, \{([R_1], [R_2], [R_3])\} – a client (end user application) is located in one geographic region while the Cassandra cluster is in another region with each replica is in a separate Availability zone for better fault-tolerance;
c) \{[\mathcal{C}], ([R_1],[R_2],[R_3])\} – multi-region deployment pattern; a client (a proxy client application/middleware) and one of Cassandra nodes are deployed in the same region, while the rest nodes are globally distributed across the Internet;

d) \{[\mathcal{C}], ([R_1]), ([R_2],[R_3])\} – multi-region deployment pattern; a client (end user application) and Cassandra nodes are deployed across different geographic regions.

A single region deployment pattern is the most common setup for centralized corporate storage systems which data storage nodes and client application(s) generating and consuming data are in the same geographic location. For better fault-tolerance they could be deployed in different AZ within the same region. Multi-region deployment scenarios offer failover and disaster tolerance/recovery. They allow to meet very high availability requirements by deploying nodes/replicas in different geographic regions and can reduce latency by placing data nodes near globally distributed customers. However, requests involving replicas from different regions could be processed much longer due to high inter-region network delay (see Table 1).
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AWS Region</th>
<th>eu-west-2</th>
<th>ca-central</th>
<th>eu-west-2</th>
<th>ap-south-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>us-west_2</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>66.71</td>
<td>135.22</td>
<td>221.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca_central_1</td>
<td>66.91</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>79.87</td>
<td>189.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eu-west_2</td>
<td>135.56</td>
<td>80.14</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>111.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ap_south_1</td>
<td>221.82</td>
<td>188.88</td>
<td>111.89</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Cassandra Performance Benchmarking

2.1. Experimental setup and benchmarking methodology

Performance evaluation methodology used in the paper is similar to one described in [14]. It employs YCSB (Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark) framework widely used to benchmark performance of various relational and non-relational data base management systems [16].

Four Cassandra clusters have been created and deployed on Amazon AWS implementing deployment...
patterns presented in Fig. 1. Each cluster node was built using the compute-optimized instance type c3.xlarge (vCPUs – 4, RAM – 7.5 GB, SSD – 2x40 GB, OS – Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS).

Unlike other researches analysing performance of distributed data storage (e.g. of [7, 8, 9]) we put the primary focus on analysing Cassandra scalability and examining the impact of data consistency on read/write latency and throughput. For this purpose, the number of threads in our experiments was linearly scaled from 100 to 1000 (until Cassandra performance began to saturate, as it is shown in our previous study [14]). The operation count within each thread was set to 1000.

The above scenario was repeated for consistency settings ONE (the weakest consistency), QUORUM, and ALL (the strongest consistency).

### 2.2. Cassandra read/write throughput

Fig. 2 and 3 show Cassandra read/write throughput for different deployment scenarios and consistency settings. For example, when a client and all Cassandra nodes are deployed in the same AWS Region is saturated with around 800 threads on average. When Cassandra operates close to its maximal throughput, delays become highly volatile and begin to increase in exponential progression. The presented graphs clearly show that the stronger consistency setting, the lower the throughput. Moreover, the throughput drops dramatically when QUORUM and ALL consistency settings are applied in multi-region deployment scenarios (see Fig. 1, c and Fig. 1, d).

It is also worth noting that we were not able to saturate Cassandra cluster even with 1000 threads in case of (b: all consistency settings) and (d: ONE) deployment scenarios. Thus, Cassandra cluster were not able to achieve its maximum throughput due to overwhelming contribution of the network delay into the overall response time (see Table 1). In all other scenarios the highest Cassandra throughput achieved at peak workload (see Table 2) was close to its maximum/ asymptotic throughput.

### Table 2

The highest Cassandra throughput, ops/s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deployment scenarios</th>
<th>ONE</th>
<th>QUORUM</th>
<th>ALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a: [(C], (R1], [R2], [R3])</td>
<td>16830</td>
<td>18338</td>
<td>16074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b: [(C)], (R1], [R2], [R3])</td>
<td>17384</td>
<td>13735</td>
<td>15434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c: [(C], (R1], [R2], [R3])</td>
<td>3357*</td>
<td>3340*</td>
<td>3320*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d: [(C], (R1], [R2], [R3])</td>
<td>16074</td>
<td>571*</td>
<td>517*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The maximum (asymptotic) throughput was not achieved due to significant network delays

For the single-region Cassandra deployment (a: all consistency settings) and (b: ONE) write throughput overperforms read performance by 9% on average. This confirm the claim that Cassandra was specially designed as a distributed storage system capable of very high write throughput.
Another interesting observation is the fact that read/write throughput in the deployment scenario (a: ONE) overperforms (c: ONE) by 13 % despite the apparent similarity.

This can be explained by the fact that in the case of (c: ONE) deployment all client requests are always sent to the same nearest coordination node in accordance to Cassandra’s load balancing policy which takes ‘network distance’ into account. In scenario (a: ONE) the client workload is equally distributed among all replicas in the same region, which increases the overall throughput.

2.3. Cassandra read/write latency

Cassandra read/write latency statistics is summarized in Tables 3-4. It is shown that the average delay for both read and write requests increases almost linearly as the number of threads increases apart from (d: ALL) and (b: all consistency settings) deployment scenarios for which response latency is almost flat independently on the number of threads. This is due to significant contribution of network delay into the overall response time and inability of a single YCSB client to saturate Cassandra cluster over the Internet.

For the single-region Cassandra cluster deployment (a) latency of read/write performed under the strongest consistency level ALL is higher (by 36 % and 22 % respectively) than the average response time of the weakest consistency setting ONE. For the multi-region deployment (b) these values are 47 and 53 times higher (!) while (b: ONE) deployment is almost as quick as (a: ONE).

When a client and all Cassandra replicas are globally distributed across the Internet (Fig. 1, d), AWS inter-region network delay is the main contributor to read/write latency performed under the ONE consistency setting independently of a number of threads. However, scenario (d: ALL) latency is higher than scenario (d: ONE) latency by an average of 560 % for reads and 600 % for writes.

Because Internet downlinks are generally faster than uplinks in all deployment scenarios except for (a) and partly (c: ONE) write operations were performed slightly longer that reads even despite higher write throughput of the Cassandra NoSQL database.

Conclusions and Lessons Learnt

Availability, consistency and performance of distributed database systems are tightly connected. Although these relations have been identified by the CAP and PACELEC theorems in qualitative terms [17, 18], it is still necessary to quantify how different consistency settings, database architectures and deployment scenarios affect system performance and user experience.

In the paper we report results of Cassandra performance benchmarking and examine the impact of different consistency settings on scalability, latency and
throughput of the 3-replicated Cassandra cluster depending on the used deployment scenario.

Our experiments confirm a general expectation that stronger data consistency guaranties reduce database throughput and increase latency of read/write operations. However, the single datacentre/region Cassandra deployment offers the best performance for all consistency settings. At the same time, Cassandra can hardly achieve the maximum throughput if its clients are located in other geographic regions. Deployment of a middleware application in the same region as a Cassandra cluster that aggregates and proxies read/write requests from numerous distributed clients can mitigate the dominant impact of high network delays. Another solution which can improve performance of the deployment scenario (b) is implementing asynchronous database requests instead of synchronous ones which block the client until the current operation completes.

Distributing Cassandra nodes across geographic zones close to the database clients also helps to reduce database latency in case of weak consistency settings (ONE, LOCAL_ONE or LOCAL_QUORUM). However, strengthening data consistency by querying replicas from other geographic regions dramatically degrades Cassandra performance and can cause timeout exceptions.

It is worth to remember that timeout settings play an important role of major failure detection mechanism in distributed computer systems [19] and affect efficiency of many Cassandra mechanisms (e.g. speculative retries, hinting, read repairs). Our previous experiments [20] show that the optimal timeout settings should be application specific and need to be adjusted dynamically at run-time taking into account current system workload, consistency settings, deployment scenario and other factors. Setting timeouts dynamically at runtime...
can help effectively balance performance, availability, and fault-tolerance of distributed data stores.
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ДОСЛІДЖЕННЯ ПРОДУКТИВНОСТІ РІЗНИХ СЦЕНАРІЙ РОЗГОРТАННЯ КЛАСТЕРА CASSANDRA NoSQL З ТРЬОМА РЕПЛІКАМИ У ХМАРНОМУ СЕРЕДОВИЩІ AWS

А. В. Горбенко, А. С. Карпенко, О. М. Тарасюк

Концепція розподілених реплікованих нереляційних сховищ даних, таких як Cassandra, HBase, MongoDB була запропонована для ефективного управління великими даними, обсяги яких перевищують можливості традиційних реляційних систем. Cassandra, HBase та MongoDB – відповідно кластерна, відносно-орієнтована та нереляційна бази даних, здатні підтримувати запити на великому обсягі багатьох та оброблювати велику кількість даних паралельно.

Основна увага зосереджена на дослідженні кількісного впливу реплікації кластера Cassandra, HBase та MongoDB на продуктивність системи в межах розгалуженого розгортання кластера в хмарному середовищі.

В статті аналізується продуктивність кластера Cassandra, HBase та MongoDB у різних сценаріях розгортання в хмарному середовищі. Основна увага зосереджена на дослідженні кількісного впливу реплікації кластера Cassandra, HBase та MongoDB на продуктивність системи в межах розгалуженого розгортання кластера в хмарному середовищі.
ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ ПРОИЗДОВИТельности РАЗЛИчных СЦЕНАРИЕВ РАЗВЕРТЫВАНИЯ КЛАСТЕРА CASSANDRA NOSQL С ТРЕМЯ РЕПЛИКАМИ В ОБЛАЧНОЙ СРЕДЕ AWS

А. В. Горбенко, А. С. Карпенко, О. М. Тарасюк

Концепция распределенных реплицированных нереляционных хранилищ данных, таких как Cassandra, HBase, MongoDB и др., была предложена для эффективного управления большими данными, объем которых превышает возможности традиционных реляционных систем управления реляционными базами данных по их эффективному хранению и обработке. Такие системы характеризуются наличием компромисса между согласованностью, доступностью, устойчивостью к разделению и временными задержками. Хотя основные отношения между этими свойствами и были ранее определены в теоремах CAP и PACELC, тем не менее, актуальной остается количественная оценка степени и характера влияния различных настроек согласованности данных, паттернов развёртывания и других характеристик на производительность таких систем.

В статье анализируется производительность кластера данных Cassandra NoSQL и исследуется компромисс между гарантиями согласованности и производительностью распределенных хранилищ данных. Основное внимание уделено исследованию количественной взаимосвязи между временем обслуживания Cassandra, ее пропускной способностью и настройками согласованности с учетом различных сценариев развёртывания кластера в одном и нескольких облачных регионах. В статье приведены результаты измерения производительности кластера Cassandra с тремя репликами развёрнутою в облаке AWS, полученные с помощью набора тестов YCSB. Кроме того, авторами предложена нотация для формального описания сценариев развёртывания кластера Cassandra и его узлов относительно друг друга и клиентов базы данных. Представлены количественные результаты, которые показывают, как разные настройки согласованности и сценарии развёртывания влияют на производительность Cassandra для различных рабочих нагрузок. В частности, наши эксперименты демонстрируют тот факт, что строгая согласованность данных ухудшает производительность кластера в среднем на 22% в случае его централизованного развёртывания, а также приводит к увеличению времени выполнения операций чтения/записи до 600% в случае, когда реплики базы данных Cassandra и её клиенты глобально распределены между разными регионами AWS.

Ключевые слова: Cassandra; NoSQL; распределенные базы данных; репликация; тестируемая производительность; YCSB; согласованность данных; пропускная способность; задержка обслуживания; сценарии развёртывания; Amazon AWS.
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